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National Parcel Data Summit Participation

- 120+ Registered Attendees

- Representation from:
  - 22 Federal Departments/Agencies
  - 20 State/Local Governments
  - 18 Private Sector Organizations
  - 4 Trade Associations or Advisory Councils
    
    *(i.e. IAAO, MAPP, NAPSG, NGAC)*
Overarching Objectives for the Summit

- Revisit the status and benefit of National parcel-level data.

- Identify possible approaches for achieving a comprehensive national parcel level dataset.

- Explore the appropriate role of the Federal Government.

- Brainstorm incentives to increase parcel data sharing.
High-Level Themes That Emerged

- Parcel data starts with local jurisdictions.

- There remains a demonstrated need for National-level parcel data

- Federal leadership and/or coordination of requirements and resources is needed.

- Barriers appear to fall more along cultural and institutional lines – not technical.

- Still need strong data standards

- Consider leveraging/licensing private sector investments in normalizing and aggregating National parcel data
Action Items That Emerged

- National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) is proceeding with a limited procurement for National–level parcel data to service immediate HLS/HLD requirements

- HIFLD Executive Secretariat was tasked to host a follow up requirements workshop with the broader Federal Depts./Agencies to enumerate Federal requirements

- Oregon GIO, along with other interested attendees/associations are formulating a ‘position paper’ to pose recommendations or suggested courses of actions they might wish the Federal Government pursue in regards to establishing a ‘whole-of-the-Nation’ approach to aggregating a National Parcel Data layer.
Federal Parcel Data Workshop

- Held September 20th at Homeland Security Acquisition Institute (HSAI) with 31 participants across 14 Departments/Agencies
- Examined existing Federal use cases for National Parcel Data & any current driving policy mandates
- Discussed needed attributes and touch points to other NSDI initiatives (i.e. NAD)

Action Items:
- Will be building a consolidated ‘matrix’ of requirements for both the geometry and business attributes needed by Depts./Agencies.
- Will provide requirements matrix to the FGDC Cadastral Subcommittee and/or other FGDC Governance bodies for review and adjudication.
Questions